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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Once again it's time to assess the activities
of 5-College LIR. Have your needs and expecta-
tions been met? Has it been energizing and
fun? My biggest regret, which I have heard
echoed by others, is that it was not possi-
ble to join all the seminar offerings! As
the curriculum committee readies the schedule
for spring, I'm already anticipating more
hard choices, — there is such a fascinating
array of topics and ideas to explore.

We owe an enormous debt of gratitude to
Marjorie Kaufman, our first curriculum corn-
mi tte chair, for her dedication to LIR, starting with her
membership on the original task force that brought this
organization into existence. The standard of excellence that
distinguishes our curricular offerings is not just lucky
happenstance; careful nurturing of seminal musing has often
resulted in the development of a creative syllabus for an
exciting seminar. From the beginning, Marjorie has stressed
the importance of quality offerings, and has generously
shared her encyclopedic knowledge to help structure a model
of interactive learning in which we all take pride. Half
humorously, she talks about LIR as an organization for "grown
ups" with our own acquired insights and wisdom. As mentor
"par excellence" you are leaving very large shoes to fill,
Marjorie, but you have charted a course to guide us through
any stormy seas ahead, and you remain a very important member
of the crew. Cheers and heartfelt thanks!

One opportunity that will be open to all members is a mini-
seminar focused on Mark Twain, to be offered on January 29
and 30, 1992, followed by an excursion to Twain's home and
the Hartford Atheneum on January 31st. You may wish to note
these days on your calendar now — details about this and
other activities being planned for January will be available
at the December 17th general membership meeting.

Have your read the article about 5-college LIR in the
"Spotlight" publication of the Fine Arts Center? If you
have not yet been a "Greeter" you may want to sign up with
Lucy McAfee for this rewarding experience.



As plans progress for our membership meeting, it is interes-
ting to note that attendance has increased from 50 partici-
pants at the first "pot-luck" in February 1991, to 70 in May
and 90 plus in October. Surely this is an indication we
enjoy eating together! With increasing frequency, members of
individual study groups plan to "do lunch" before or after a
session, and organize a wrap-up party at the last meeting of
the group. "Round Table" luncheons at the Lord Jeffery Inn in
October and November were each attended by 23 or 24 LIRers We
plan to continue this monthly luncheon with modifications
suggested by attendees, which will be addressed at the
membership meeting.

Our organization is continuing to grow as more people learn
of our existence. How many friends have you invited to join
5-college LIR?

WORCESTER ART MUSEUM TRIP

21 of us enjoyed a most beautiful autumn day on a bus trip to
the Worcester Art Museum on October 18th. The collections
are varied enough to suit every degree of artistic taste and
information about art. Whatever your manner of absorbing art
— whether you collect names of famous artists, study the
techniques and styles of the various artists, delve into the
depths of landscapes, try to read the stories in scenes full
of people and activity, attempt to analyze the characters and
personalities of those in the portraits, or search out the
less obvious elements in each painting — (I wonder what is
the sum total of all the little dogs wandering about within
the frames of all the paintings in this one museum) —every-
one can find something absorbing for several hours spent in
this handsome setting.

Some of the group then went on to the Higgins Armory Museum
for a glimpse of the accoutrements of a knight in armor in
the Middle Ages, beautiful to look at and horrible to
contemplate.

The planning and conduct of the day's program were excellent.
I urge you to support such special events as they are offered
to you, so that your Committee will be encouraged to seek out
more of them. Have you responded to any of the musical and
theater events in Boston, Hartford, and Springfield that are
now being offered?

Francis E. Sutcliffe

JANE AUSTEN ENTHUSIASTS MEET

On Tuesday, Nov. 21st, twelve Jane Austen enthusiasts met for
a pot-luck supper at Betty Johnson' home in South Hadley.
The main purpose was to hear about the interesting and
amusing weekend that Catherine Pitoniak and Betty had at the
annual JASNA (Jane Austen Society, North America) convention
held this year in Ottawa, Canada. The theme was on Austen's



Emma. A quiz, based on one given at the convention, brought
lots of groans and laughter. Everyone cheered when our
moderator, Alex Page, won the prize.

Best entertainment, however, was a pictorial and verbal
explanation by Alex on his sculpture titled, "Three Dimen-
sional Ruminations Evoked by the Senate Hearings ... of
Clarence Thomas." Jane Austen would have been intrigued.

Betty Johnson
SPECIAL EVENT

On Monday, January 13th and 20th, Betty Johnson will give a
slide presentation on Parish Churches of England. To quote
John Betjem, once poet laureate of England, "the Parish
churches of England are even more varied than the landscape."
It is this variety which has captured Betty's interest for
the last ten years. The churches are historically and
architecturally significant but also, in Betty's experience,
a wonderful place to meet the English people both living and
dead. The interiors of these churches are filled with museum
pieces in their natural setting.

The slide presentation takes about an hour - discussion and
refreshments will follow. The presentations will take place
at 1:30 p.m. on the above dates, at the Field House. Please
call the LIR office (585-3756) or Betty (534-7680) for reser-
vations .

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR HISTORIC DEERFIELD

David Proper, Librarian at the Henry Flint Memorial Library
in Historic Deerfield is looking for volunteers to work in
the library. Scheduling of hours is flexible. If interested
please call Mr. Proper at 774-5581.

THANKS!

Many thanks to the Amherst Senior Center and Nancy Pagano in
particular for their assistance in producing our newsletter.
The Center provides computers on which to type the newsletter
and Nancy has been an invaluable help in debugging the typ-
ists 's errors!

STUDY GROUP REPORTS

A Closer Look: Topics in American Antiques

Sharing his knowledge in so vast a field as American
antiques, Bill Hubbard prepared a course whose broad scope
was a real challenge, spiced with a rich variety of specific
samples. Topics ranged from the humble to the sublime —from
America's oldest rag doll to Tiffany silver. Our survey of
art spanned the continent from the itinerant portrait limners
of New England to Bierstadt's grand vistas of the West and
Remington's cowboys and Indians. The study of 250 years of
American glass ranged from early Stiegel and Sandwich,



through "the Brilliant Period" of cut glass to the Depression
ware of the 1930s. Guest speakers brought examples for the
hands-on learning in marine painting. Native American rugs,
baskets and pottery, dolls, antique jewelry and Oriental
metal work. A field trip to Old Deerfield afforded a closer
look at early silver and the rare opportunity to explore an
early dwelling stripped to its "bones" for restoration. Show
and Tell was a feature of each meeting when members shared
treasures from home relating to the topic of the day.

It has been an exciting learning experience -- a sampling
that whets the appetite for morel

Maggie Hebert

Autobiography Seminar

Fourteen participants were enrolled in the Autobiography
seminar. We were ably led by Phyllis Sullivan and Paula
Donohue.

Always interesting, the writings were in turn humorous,
lyrical and lyrically descriptive; factual, with sometimes
incredible detail as for instance what was served fifty
years ago at an afternoon tea. Some people could evoke
images such as would make the listener believe they were
right there, on the spot, an unseen observer. Some of us
suppemented our presentations with photos and even actual
paintings and designs, enhancing the vividness of the events
and people described. We made new friends in the sharing of
our recollections. Above and beyond all that, however, we
found the seminar as empowering: it gave some of us not only
the impetus, but the permission to let long forgotten
memories "come through", to retrieve long buried scenes,
events, feelings and relationships and so, at least in some
small measure, to come to terms with them. Our presentations
and their subsequent discussions served also as a conscious-
ness raising, making us aware of others' realities.

For me, personally, it became clear that writing is a diffi-
cult task and that I have lots to learn.

Lora S. Simon

Great Voices of Massachusetts

Each member of the Great Voices of Massachusetts seminar
agreed to present either literary or biographical commentary
on his/her author of choice. Along with our mini presenta-
tions came very lively discussions since we all shared common
weekly reading assignments and were eager to explore and
present our reactions to the writings. Equal to the pleasure
of meeting new authors was the joy of renewing acquaintance
with old literary friends.

Was Jonathan Edwards the greatest Massachusets thinker? Why
was Hawthorne depressed? What was Melville saying through
Bartleby the Scrivener? are but a sample of our queries. The



only thing we had in short supply was time - never wit or
or comment. The one thing we all agreed on was -that it was
a great seminar. Thank you, Bill Gibson, for leading it.

Jean Roetter

Looking at Art

Looking at Art is the name of our seminar and that is exactly
what we have been doing since October 8th.

Expertly planned by Pat Keating and Mary Eggington, all of us
had to do some research and make a presentation on a specific
artist. The following week we visited a valley art museum to
see some of the works we had discussed. This combination of
research and looking has made an outstanding seminar.

Mary Eggington

Thje New World Order: An Appraisal

The seminar, well moderated by Gerry Braunthal and Suzanne
Lehman, covered what is going on in the world politically,
militarily, and economically. Each person in the group was
responsible for one presentation - such as the military/
industrial complex, the impact of oil on World Affairs, trade
barriers, the role of the European Community - to cite a few.
Each presentation gave rise to spirited discussion.

Our book was The Praetorian Guard, the U.S. Role in the New
World Order by John Stockwell, which made for fascinating
reading.

Dorothy Lieson

Pioneering — Five Colleges

Having learned about the founding and growth and development
of "our five colleges" in particular, and the general
development of higher education, we are now delving into
current questions about our institutions of higher learning.
Demographic changes have altered our admission procedures.
How do schools maintain enrollment and thereby financial
viability? Are we progressing or retrogressing in our course
offerings and the preparation of our students for the real
world? What is our relationship with the community? Is our
institution multi-cultural and politically correct? Are our
institutions being honestly marketed? By looking into these
questions we are gaining an understanding of how our local
colleges look to the future of American education.

Because our course schedule was interrupted by two Monday
holidays, our moderator, George Goodwin, scheduled a make-up
session — a potluck dinner at the Goodwin home! No extra
credit, but extra enjoyable learning.

Jean Holden



Redefining the Sexes

"Redefining the Sexes" was, so far as we know, the only
seminar this fall which had timely national television
coverage of an issue related to our topic. Our unscheduled
discussion of sexual harassment was only one of a number of
lively conversations which took us through a study of the
biological, historical ar.d cultural differences in the
accepted roles of men and women. We looked at women's
opportunities in medicine, the church, and the corporate
world, had some first-hand accounts of the development of
women's and men's movements, and considered the effects of
changing roles on men, women and children of all races.

Anne Keppler

The Reenchantment of Science

Our discussions were started by the summary of current
researches in physics, given by F. Capra, The Tao of Physics.
The technical and mathematical details of these researches
were largely impenetrable for the members of our group,
despite some valiant efforts. But we were introduced to
"post-modern science," which breaks from the rigidity and
confidence of the mechanistic view of classic Newtonian
science. Bell's Theorem, Bohm's Implicate Order, Glueck on
Chaos, Prigogine's studies of Order out of Chaos, Sheldrake's
morphic fields, Lovelock's Gaia hypothesis studies of •
holistic paradigms for medicine gave us plenty to explore.
The old arguments over determinism, the chain of causation,
and the lifenessness of the world of classic science will
never be the same; hence "the re-enchantment of science."

Philip Ward

The World and Wives of Great Harry (Henry VIII)

The superb BBC Masterpiece Theatre production of The Six
Wives of Henry VIII provided the back-drop for this thought-
provoking seminar. Biographical sketches of personalities as
diverse as Margaret Beaufort, Luther, Machiavelli and Thomas
Cromwell augmented the rich cast of characters. A demonstra-
tion of 16th century court dances and an illustrated lecture
on Hans Holbein were particularly enjoyable. One seminar
session closed with a champagne fete for a member's birth-
day. "GREAT HARRY" would have approved!

Ed Buck

Understanding the Jazz Idiom

For me, the seminar on "Understanding the Jazz Idiom,"
successfully completed its mission. Under the guidance of
Priscilla Dolloff, a chronological sequence was followed that
went from primitive rhythmic roots to jazz from New Orleans,
Kansas City, Chicago and New York. Then, we studied some of
the more recent jazz modes such as, be-bop, Fusion, and Free
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Jazz. The group contained some members who had considerable
background in 3azz which they freely shared. Others were
neophytes who were willing to research their assigned iaJz
movements. All those who made presentations included a brief
narration and then offered illustrative recordings The
class_was lively and all the participants seemed to be
learning about jazz and enjoying our sessions.

Jay Melrose

Evolution: History of ajn Idea

The seminar moderated by Carl Swanson was a great learning
experience and was constantly thought-provoking. Everyonl
attending the seminar participated enthusiastically as the
reports and discussion proceeded from the view of the Uni-
verse in the period before the Sixteenth Century, through the
development of modern science and the growth and fruition of
the concept of evolution. There were discussions of litera-
ture, philosophy and other areas of thought and investiga-
tion, both before and after Darwin. The seminar ended wi^h
discussions of the evolution of thought, speculation about
future evolution and a hope for more discussion about it.

, ,. Tom Crowe

' - : •• .,This has been a most Interesting combination of economics and
journa l i sm. Bill Lleson had plenty o£ courage to pick such a
tough subject. Economics Is to many more a natter of passionate
dogma than a f ie ld for sc ien t i f i c Invest igat ion. Bill provided a
lot of fascinating readings, especially in the area of journal ism
and how the media select and present economic Items.

Members selected a wide variety of subjects to investigate and
present , such as: the spotted owl versus the timber industry, the
e f f e c t s of fo r e ign trade on the economy, making sense of economic
statistics, and even the economic real i t ies of sports. Bill
Gibson gave us Interesting insights about how the journalists
describe economics Issues.

Harley Unger

OFFICE AP-RANGEKENTS DURING TEE HOLIDAY PERIOD

Theses. o f f i ce at the Smith College Field House wi l l be closed for the
last two weeks of December - from~Wednesday, December 18, -until Thursday,
January 2, 1992. The LIR Phone Hail service (585 3756) w i l l record messages
throughout the vacation period. Hessages w i l l be answered promptly. (If you
have an urgent need to get in touch, call Eleanor Reid at 253 3825.) Hail
(which we hope wil l include many registration forms) w i l l be picked up at
regular intervals. Requests for information wil l receive prompt attention.

Cr. Monday, January 6, members of the Curriculum Committee w i l l record
select ions ' for Spring Term seminars, and confirmation notices w i l l be sentvou

cut seen thereafter.


